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• Makes scheduling easier and more convenient. • Sets a task to be executed in a certain date and time and triggers it to run
automatically. • Supports settings, scheduling, intervals and so on. • ... 1-Oneshot application; -Delete files, directories and
folders; -Recover files from hard drive; -Burn files to a CD/DVD; -Eject CD/DVD/Blu-Ray media; -Displays a list of all files and
folders; -Displays an overview of all file content; -Delete selected file(s); -Create shortcut; -Compress/decompress files; -Batch
rename; -Folder and file move; -Copy files; -Eject CD/DVD/Blu-Ray media; -Change system date and time; -Show/hide system tray;
-Programs and displays the desktop and the wallpaper; -Displays and hides the application running in the background; -Recover
files from the hard drive; -List of all running programs; -List of all opened documents; -List of running programs; -List of all
documents; -Tools to manage your files; -Tool to start and stop all applications; -Tool to show desktop; -Taskbar manager; -Title
bar and quick bar; -Advanced system settings; -Control Panel; -Notifications. ... Supports any number of daily, weekly, monthly
and yearly intervals. Supports any number of months and years. Efficient and easy to use. Supports both POSIX and Windows-
compatible formats. Supports all existing interval types Free to use, you can schedule any kind of command using the Interval
Schedule Manager. Supports from one to more days, weeks, months or years. Numerous windows where you can schedule your
commands. You can even schedule a command to run on every Xth day. Customizable file formats (ExFAT, NTFS, FAT32).
Supports any number of files. Supports FTP connections. Can be used as a tasker app for Windows 8 or Windows 10. Supports
any number of days, weeks, months or years. Available formats: PlainText, Text, Txt, Comma, Space, Number, Integer, Float,
Date, YYYY
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KEYMACRO is a freeware/commercial multimedia macro recorder program. It allows you to record the keyboard strokes that you
make, or any combination of text and mouse clicks. It can record either individual keystrokes or all the commands typed in a
specified area on the screen. Then you can quickly replay those recorded commands and save them as... PowerDesigner 2009 is a
modular software product that enables you to design, configure, test and deploy network and communication products. Design
software applications in a systematic way This is the standard version of PowerDesigner 2009, which means that you can
efficiently design any kind of application using the object-oriented software product. Select from an extensive set of items This is
a major advantage of the standard version of PowerDesigner 2009. There is a huge set of powerful options that enable you to
configure each item and set its properties. Add, edit and delete objects and elements When designing applications, it is the first
thing you should consider. You can add, delete, move and resize objects, texts and layout elements. Edit existing data and
information It is another useful feature of PowerDesigner 2009. You can edit the data of each element, whether it is numbers, text
or an image. Export, render and export as PDF As it is the standard version of PowerDesigner 2009, this is the only available
export option. It is not compatible with Mac OS, or supported on Windows. Import, render and export as BMP In the standard
version of PowerDesigner 2009, there is no render option available. However, you can export as a JPEG, GIF, BMP, PNG and
others. Conclusion In conclusion, PowerDesigner 2009 is a sophisticated and powerful software that enables you to design
network and communication products in an efficient and systematic way. However, the commercial version supports advanced
features and it has a rich set of options. KEYMACRO Description: KEYMACRO is a freeware/commercial multimedia macro
recorder program. It allows you to record the keyboard strokes that you make, or any combination of text and mouse clicks. It can
record either individual keystrokes or all the commands typed in a specified area on the screen. Then you can quickly replay
those recorded commands and save them as.key macro files, which can be run using our KeyMacro-Player application.
KEYMACRO has the following features: * Re-play your recorded macros * Enable manual start and stop * Automatically
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Portable Schedule Manager is a software program that provides users with a simple means of automating particular actions, such
as downloading files, restarting the computer and opening a file. The advantage of a portable app This is the portable version of
Schedule Manager, which means that the installation process can be easily bypassed. As a consequence, the Windows registry
and hard drive are not going to be updated with new entries, and no remnants are going to be left behind after its removal from
the hard drive. Another important aspect is that you can easily take Portable Schedule Manager everywhere with you and run it
on any PC you come in contact with, by simply copying the program files to a storage data device. Restart the PC and open a
specified file This utility enables you to add an unlimited number of tasks at a specified time and date, so that you can easily
automate certain actions. To be more precise, you can create a custom message alert, with support for audio tracks (WAV, WMA,
MP3) and a text-to-speech feature. It is also possible to open a TXT or EXE file from the hard drive, as well as restart, shut down
and lock the computer, log off the current user and place the PC to a hibernate state. Take screenshots, download items from the
Internet and adjust settings A specified link can also be opened with your default web browser, a snapshot of the screen can be
taken and automatically saved to the HDD as a JPG, GIF, BMP or PNG picture, and an item can be downloaded from the World
Wide Web by simply inputting the appropriate URL. From the settings panel you can change the language with one of the many
incorporated and you can program the tool to automatically delete passed tasks. It is possible to load it at Windows startup, and
minimize it to the system tray, so as to render it non-obtrusive. Conclusion To wrap it up, Portable Schedule Manager is a handy
efficient piece of software when it comes to scheduling various operations. The layout is intuitive, the response time is good and
there are sufficient options to keep you busy for quite a while. It is commonly used in Windows-based PCs, although it can be used
on any operating system. The software offers users a simple way to automate certain processes and allows them to save time and
perform other tasks more easily. It is offered in both a stand-alone version and as a part of the PortableApps package. Features
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: 2.0GHz Dual-core Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9 Compatible DirectX: Version 9.0c
Network: Broadband internet connection Hard Drive: 2GB free space Sound Card: Dolby sound card (tested with MediaTek sound
card) Additional: Hard Drive: 1200MB free space for installation Video Card: 800×600 display resolution Worried about the size
of the product? Here
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